
4 Unit 1 

Takeoff 
Look at the photos. 

1 Where are they? 

EX AMPLE ata hotel 

Z What type of tourist or visitor is being welc?med in 
each case? 

Reading 
Welcome - the first encounter 

1 Match the words with their dictionary definitions. 

1 encounter 3 hospitality 
2 experience 4 welcome 

a friendly and generous behaviour towards guests 
b a meeting, especially one that is sudden and 

unexpected 
c a greeting that is given to some body when they 

arrive, especially a friendly one 
d something that has happened to you, often unusual 

or exciting 

Z Read the text. Which subtitle do you think is the best? 

• Tourism: the encounters industry 
• Tourism: the experience industry 
• Tourism: the hospitality industry 
• Tourism: the welcome industry 

3 Which of the six points (a-f) would include this advice? 

1 Offer to carry a bag, to get a drink, to open the door, 
anything to show you're there to help. 

2 Do your research - know who you're meeting, know 
where you're going. 

3 Have confidence in your abilities and personality. 

4 There are many ways of greeting in different 
countries, but the smile is universal. 

5 Dress appropriately - be smart, clean, and tidy. 

6 Find out about the person you're with, and ask them 
about themselves. 

4 Can you think of more advice to add to the list above? 

An introduction to 
worki ng in tourism 
Tourism is about encounters - encounters with 
people, with places, and with experiences. And the 
most important encounter is the first one: arrival and 
greetings. Get that one right and the rest is much 
easier. 

Arrival encounters can take place anywhere: at 
the airport, at the hotel, at the campsite, in the 
restaurant, on the tour bus, or at the attraction. 
Wherever it takes place, the rules are the same: 

a Be prepared 
b Look the part 
c Smile 

d Be interested 
e Be helpful 
f Be yourself. 
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